Rocking K Custom Leather Awards Custom Briefcase At Smoke Out 14
Durham, NC – June 2013 – The Smoke Out Rally announced today that Howard Knight of Rocking K Custom
Leather is supplying a custom hand-tooled leather Briefcase at the seminal, chopper event of the nation. One
individual for the event will ride off into the sunset with the greatest memory of the two day rally.
The Briefcase is built for hard use and is constructed with premium America cow hide. The floral and filigree
engraving is based off a Cowboy-centric Porter style that Knight is known for. In addition, the briefcase has a
compartment for just about each piece a gear that chopper jockey needs including computer, keys, tablet and
phone.
Knight is known for his premium one-of-a-kind leather creations and his combination of exotic leathers. From
touring seats to leather boots, enthusiasts search him out to fashion lasting and individual pieces of art.
“There is a magic to creating a piece of functional art just like what I see being done with the choppers and
bobbers that are built and ridden to the Smoke Out,” explained Knight. “The design, materials and how it will be
used all combine in creating a functional piece of working art.
The Smoke Out is a celebration of everything Chopper where over 15,000 men and women come together
from across America to celebrate on the altar of metal and horsepower. The event provides a full weekend for
enthusiasts to look at fine chops, listen to good music, relax, catch up with old friends and make new ones.
“We are honored to have Howard Knight of Rocking K Custom Leather as an award for the Smoke Out 14
Rally,” said Greg “Edge” Scheuer, the Smoke Out Rally Grand Poobah. “I’ve seen his work at shows across
the country and and anyone that receives it will be one lucky biker.”
The Smoke Out represents the lifestyle of today’s youth with music and entertainment that complements the
chopper experience. Music includes Rebel Son, Cutthroat Shamrock, Jasmine Cain Band, Little Ozzy and Big
House Pete. Entertainment at the rally includes mini bike racers, a painted lady contest, drag racing and plenty
more.
About Smoke Out 14
The Smoke Out is about choppers. It is about builders, from professional builders to those bloody-knuckled
guys (and ladies) burning the midnight oil in an unheated shed to build a chopper they can call their own.
Chops of all makes are featured, American, British, Japanese, everything. The event is about riders, crosstown to cross-country in a rainstorm and flat out moving. Check the SmokeOutRally.com for updates.
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